Sporting Glider Pick-up
By WALTER ETZ
AU American Aviation, Inc.

since the !'irst inform:ttion on glider pick-up
was released during the recent war, many of the
gliller fmternity have been keenly intere::ted in the
application of this development to the single and two
place sailplanes. It did not take much imagination to
see the advantages to be gained by laun' hing gliders
via this method not only for retrieval but for b~s:,:
opera~ion ,L~ well. Any doubts that existed in the minds
of the pilots as to risks or dangers of "snatching" gliders
have been allayed by tlle nation-wide demo:Jstratiol1s
performed by the Troop Carrier Command with C-47s
and CG-4As or CG-l ':is. The e:lrly rumors of pilot
blackout, glider noses tearin" off, "" ngs left behind,
etc have all been put to rest as completely unfounded.
The considerations that presently come to mind arc more
of an economic than technical nature.
Certain basic: principles prevail and adaptability of
gliders and tu s must be investigated before going into
the economics of piCk-ups. (1) Familiar to all oper
ators of gliders and airplanes is the compatibil'ty of
tow speeds. The tow-plane must be capable of flying
within the safe speed range of the glider. Th:s, of
course, is true whether pick-up is involved or not (2)
The aircraft making the pick-ups should have a normal
flight \veight of three times, or more, the glider weight
Thus, if the latter weighs ():JO lbs., 270 kg., the air
plane should gross more than 1800 lbs., 81'i kg. Tug
to-glider weight ratios of 2Y2 and lower have been su~_ 
cess fully utjlized in England under war condifo:ls belt
for commercial and sporting applications the rebnc'e
on maximum engine performance this calls upon would
not be recommended. The mtio of three to one geil
erally requires little more lower application on the
"follow-through" than is needed for normal climb
with glider in tow. In retrieving or salvaging a sail
plane from a particularly confined area with either deep
grass or soft sand footin;:;, more power would be n 'ces

sary for a few seconds. C-") The fuselage strLlclure of
the pick-up tug should I rovicle suffijent structure to
carry the pick-up loads. Generally the larger the tug,
the simpler the prohlem; hence, a further argument in
favor of the three to one, or more, weight ratio.
Practically all glider "snatches" in the past have been
made svith pick-up units or reels. Seven different sizes
of energy absorbing units have been supplied for mili
tary gliders. Known to only a few people are the glider
pick-ups made witll UNOLYN, a new plastic energy
absorhing material developed by All American Aviation
that replaces the pick-up unit This mater:al can be
used only once but can be supplied for cluick application
and without the involvements associated with the instal
lation of a pick-up unit UNOLYN will be discussed
in more detail below.
Until a short time ago, the only unit that possessed
possihilities for sporting gliders and sailplanes W,IS the
All Amnican Aviation Model 15. The normal maXl
mum rating of this unit is to pick up a 1'i00 lb., 680
kg., glider at an average speed of -120 mph, 190 khp.
It is ideally suited for picking up the Cinema TG-I,
Schweizer TG-2 and TG-3, LIister-Kauffmann TG-4,
Pratt-Read LNE-I or TG-32 (aU two-place) or any of
the three-place conversions (TG- 5, TG-() and TG-8).
Needless to say, any single-place sailplanes are easily
handled hy the Model 1. ':i. The energy requirements
in picking up the average one- and two-place sporting
sail planes would permit Model l'i 0F':ration on a Ere
cluency of a "snatch" every three to five minutes for
several hours without landing or anything more than
routine service. Incidentally, it would make no differ
ence whether the gliders or sailplanes are skid or wheel
mounted. The capacity of the Model 1. ') unit is far
in excess of the requirements encountered in any con·
test or club ,lcti\'ity.
To cope with the heavier loads and highc'r speeds
encounter d in post-war mail pick-up operations, the

An 1.-IA with the Model 1S picking-up a Piner TG-8. The
cub has ju~t left the ground after a run of about 100 fr.

The cub demonstrates the abilitv to climb out of small fields
by using pick-up.
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unit that had been in continuous service for more than
five years was re-engineered and modernized.
This
unit, the Model 4C, is now in daily mail and express
service and has been thoroughly checked out at a max
imum of 100 lb., 45 kg., picked up at 200 mph, 325
The average single-place glider or sailplane
kph.
"snatched" and accelerated to a speed of 60 or 70
mph, 95 to 115 kph, would involve less energy than
the mail pick-ups mentioned above. Based on the fly
ing equipment available to the majority pursuing the
sport, the Model '1C would appear to be adequate. This,
of course, would not include the heavy two-seaters and
faster tow planes. Aircraft of this type would require
the Model 15. In 'lddition, the Model 4C unit would
be hard pressed on a high frequency pick-up schedule
as would be the case at contests or large clubs.
The pertinent data of the two units is listed below;
Model 4C
Wt. of un it.
Width
Height
Fore & Aft

75 lb.
17 lll.
21
17

34 kg.
430 mm.
535
430

Model 15
98 lb. '14.5 kg.
2'J 111. 585 mm.
24
610
610
2'1

These figures include the electric motor for cable
reel-in. Since many to\"vplanes do not carry an electric
system (Stearman primary trainer, DH Tiger Moth,
etc.), the motor may be omitted at a saving in weight,
dimensions and costs, but at a decrease in pi~'k-up fre
lluency as cable reel-in would be manual.
The installation of a pick-up unit in any aircraft is
not a simple matter. The average glider tug requires
major modifications in and about the aft COckpit where
the unit is mounted. Structure and controls constitute
the major considerations since the latter generally arc
carried under the flooring conflicting with unit cable
payout.
The energy absorbing material, UNOLYN, serves the
same purpose as either of the above units. It can be
supplied to accommodate almost any combination of

glider and tug. The modifications to the towplane re
quire the reinforced tow point and suitable mounting
of the pick-up arm. When properly engineered, rc
peat "snatches" without landing of the tow plane and
"series" pick-ups can be made with UNOLYN just as
with mechanica I units.
In comparing the costs of sailplane pick-up generally
it can be assumed that certain items are constant regard
less of system, tug or sail plan involved. Thus, the
pick-up arm, hook, etc. parts would cost about. L20.00.
Nylon rope and accessories common to any and all
types of glider pick-up would be $25.00. Ground sta
No additional equipment or
tion, $20.00 complete.
modifications are needed to the sailplanes. Disregard
ing costs of conversion and installation of pick-up arm,
tow point, mechanical unit (if used) in a towplane, a
hasty comparison may be made. This analysis will be
broken into two categories; Class I, covering gliders
and sailplanes grossing a maximum of 550 1bs., 250 kg.,
and towplanes exceeding 1200 Ibs., - - 0 kg.; Class II,
covering gliders and sailplanes exceeding 550 Ibs., 250
kg., and tow planes exceeding 2200 Ibs., 1000 kg. In
both classes, pick-up speed would not exceed 70 mph,
100 kph. Class I gliders would include Schweizer 1-19,
Briegleb BG-6, Midwest, Kirby Kite, Wanderlust, Gru
nau Baby, Wolf, D-28 (Windspiel), Moswey II, III,
S-18-III, Mu-13, etc. Class I tugs would include Cub
Cruiser, Stinson L-5, Tiger .Moth, Klemm, etc. Class
II gliders, Schweizer SG2, 2-22, Briegleb BG-8, all of
the TGs, Kirby Gull, Sperber, Minimoa, Kranich, Olym
pia, Reiher, Weihe, Orlik, Spyr IV, V, S-2 L-1, II, Mu
LO, etc. Class II tugs, Stearman PT, Waco UPf, Vultee
"Vali'll1t", Stinson-Vultee L- LA, Miles "Master", fie
seller "Stord1", etc.
UNOL YN pick-ups would expend S L .00 of the
plastic for each pick-LIp in Class 1. The Model 4C unit,
applicable to this class, is valued at 37S0.00. More
than 250 pick-ups would be recjuired to justify the
investment in this mechanical unit alone. In Class II,
UNOLYN cost per pick-up would be .$30.00. The
Model 15 unit, applicable to Class II, is valued at
>

A Stinson SR·IOF with the Model 15 about to snatch an L £-1. The Stinson is a little fast
for a tug but with skillful piloting tow speeds can be kepi below 90 mph.
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$5250.0(). In this case, more than I 'So pick-ups would
he required to justify the investment in the Model 1S
alone. Based on years of experience in operating the
mechanical units, it Can be stated that their life is very
nearly unlimited. A number of the Model 4 mail
pick-up units are still in daily service that have com
pleted better than 50,000 pick-ups eacll. Considering
a heavy glider pick-up program utilizing a mechanical
unit, depreciation, maintenance, attrition of rope, ground
stations, etc. would average approximately 5'ic per pick
up. This figure does not embrace the tow plane or
operation thereof.
Large clubs, or areas where smaller cluhs pool their
launching equipment and where airplane towing is com
monly practiced, the adoption of pick-up units over
UNOLYN would not only be financially sound but
would greatly expedite operations. The size of mechanical
unit to choose would be governed entirely by the class of
aircraft involved. If a tow plane is to be Llsed as a
primary launching means at a large contest where high
frequency of pick-ups for several hours every day are
anticipated, it is recommended that the Model 15 do
the job even if Class I sailplanes predominate. The
capacity of this unit would insure a maximum of oper
ational flexibility and reliability.
There are so m,lny factors involved in estimating
the cost of installing pick-up equipment in towplanes
that only very general figures will be quoted. For ex
ample, a well equipped club could mount the necessary
parts in a Stearman for UNOL YN Class I glider pick
ups for about S100. The opposite extreme would be
reached by an expenditure of SI0,OOO represented in
fully engineering and standardizing, for CAA type certi
fication, a prototype installation of a Model 15 in a
BT -J 3 by an aircraft manufacturer. This figure does

not include purchase of aircraft or any of the pick-up
equipment.
Based on average glider club or group
procedures of maintenance and repair to aircraft (high
percentage of skilled and semi-skilled volunteer labor),
the following installation estimates should be fairly
accurate :-C1ass I IJNOLYN, $200.00. Class I Me
chanical Unit (Model 4C), $3000.00. Class II UNO
LYN, $250.00. Class II Mechanical Unit (Model 1'i),
S4000.00. Class I UNOL YN on a Class II Tug,
$175.00. Class I Mechanical Unit (Model 4C) in a
Class II Tug, $2500.00. The tahle summarizes the
financial aspects on comparable terms.

The Model 4C Less MOI(H

The Moclel 15
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CLASS I
CLASS 11
Mech. Unit
Mech. Unit
Uno/)'II Model4C Uno/)'II Model 15
165.00 - 165.00
16<00
165.00
5250.00
3750.00

Itelll
"Fixecl equipment
Unil ..
Installalion co~l in
200.0U
lowplane
Total initial invest
ment
, .165.00
Operaling expense:
Cost per pick-up,
bas ed on 1500
pick· ups per year
or 30 per week ... '- 15.25

3000.00

250.00

4000.00

%915.00

415.00

'9415.00

.. 30.30

0,60

$

0.50

Cosl per pick-up ligures are based on a total life of 15,000
pick. ups.

In not only commercial air transport but in modern
flying clubs, the value of high equipment utilization is
the key to economy of operation. The same principle
is particularly significant to any serious soaring pilot
who can see the time approaching for routine two-con
test-flights-per-day at glider meets. The apparent cost
of air pick-up is offset by the value of improved elluip
mcnt utilization.
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